
This week:  

The majors are once again moving from high time frame support levels. 

In this week’s issue we discuss the range low bounce in Bitcoin/Dollar.

We discuss a similar setup in Ethereum/Dollar around the $2000 handle.

For altcoins, we analyse the DeFi Index bounce as it approaches resistance.

We have also included a section outlining why a Bitcoin-led recovery is preferable to 
an altcoin-led recovery.

 

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Dear reader,

Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your readership 
and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.

The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame charts 
for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, every 
week.

Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a 
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are confident that 
there is something you will find valuable in the coming pages.

We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can offer you, however, 
is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and robust analysis. 
Every week.

We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because we 
will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we will not 
force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can not promise 
perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.

Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!

We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.

If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be graciously 
received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.
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1. Bitcoin - No Fish for Weekly
Bitcoin Bears

 

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/5/5fSpilyY.png

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/n/nIwz6wwh.png
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Another week, another close above the weekly range low ($32300).

The “crab” market continues. Weekly support is intact, and price is currently around 
the midpoint between the bottom of the range ($32300) and the top of the range 
($38200).

We added the aforementioned weekly range midpoint ($34800) as a daily level. It has 
been tested once before. Closing above it would form a higher high on the daily time 
frame and suggest acceptance above the weekly range midpoint. Both of these are 
indicative of a move towards the range high ($38200).

The market made a real effort to break the $30000 floor. This was also visible by the 
prolonged negative funding in Bitcoin/Dollar perpetual swaps, which is evidence of 
aggressive positioning on the short side of the swap, keeping its price below the 
index price. The breakdown didn’t materialise, and now the market is moving in the 
opposite direction.

When high efforts yield no results, a move in the opposite direction usually follows. 
That is what we are currently seeing in Bitcoin/Dollar.

Fundamental narratives are still largely unchanged, but the market has been much 
better at absorbing the bad news than in the recent past. This is a positive 
development.

In terms of trade ideas, we have a couple on our radar. First, an aggressive pullback 
to the bottom of the range would provide a reasonable setup in the “bounce now or 
die forever” camp. Trading close to invalidation is a luxury, even if it’s 
uncomfortable. Second, while a bullish continuation trade from the range midpoint 
($34800) to the range high ($38200) makes sense structurally, trading in the middle 
of a move is less compelling than the extremes. Passable, but not planning to lose 
sleep over it. 



https://blockfolio.com/


2. Ethereum’s Pending Range
Reclaim Setup

 

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/k/kgub6bep.png

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/3/3hWvt257.png
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Ethereum held weekly support on both pairs.

On the BTC pair, price closed above the bottom of the range at ₿0.055. The daily time 
frame is into resistance following a small bounce, but higher time frame support is 
intact. We will discuss the implications of this in the next section.

As for the USD pair, price is very close to “confirming” a daily time frame setup at 
weekly support. Last week we argued that $1800-$1940 is weekly support and that a 
daily close through the daily cluster above it ($1940-$1960) would be good evidence 
of weekly support doing its job. 

At the time of writing, the most recent daily candle closed inside resistance 
($1940-$1960) but the current daily is above it and trading at around $2200. Any 
strong daily close through resistance ($1940-$1960) would be good evidence of a 
bullish range reclaim setup with the next level of resistance resting at $2750-$2900. 

To summarise, Ethereum/Bitcoin looks fine as long as ₿0.055 holds. 
Ethereum/Dollar looks good if the cluster at $1940-$1960 is reclaimed (and acts as 
support). 



3. DeFi Index Bounce  

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/c/cSEqJBih.png

The market is up, and altcoins haven’t been left behind. 

In fact, altcoins are (somewhat predictably) bouncing harder than Bitcoin. This is the 
normal relationship between Bitcoin and altcoins that we’ve written about on several 
occasions, whereby altcoins are “leveraged Bitcoin” i.e. they dump harder when 
Bitcoin dumps and pump harder when Bitcoin pumps (with some exceptions and 
caveats).

In terms of relative strength, the bounce hasn’t outperformed the rest of the market. 
The DeFi Index is more or less tracking Ethereum (despite being composed of 
smaller market cap assets) and is, at the time of writing, performing worse than 
FTX’s Altcoin Index i.e. high market cap altcoins.

While the composition of the DeFi Index is a bit dated, it still trades quite cleanly 
when it comes to technicals. 

This market-wide rally has taken price to daily resistance at $7140. This area (not so 
much a line in the sand) was the last support before the most recent breakdown. The 
weekly level at $7400 falls into this area as well.

If this low-mid $7000 area is reclaimed impulsively, there is plenty of space to punt 
continuation towards the other side of the range at $11100.

Like many other setups, the higher probability long is through resistance, not into it 
from the underside (especially when there is so much space to occupy once the 
market is bullish).
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4. DonAlt’s Altcoin-Led Market
Recovery Jitters

 

For an alleged permabear, DonAlt has an unhealthy obsession with pressing the 
green button.

He recently bought the Bitcoin dip in the $33000s. He cut the trade in the mid 
$34000s. This spawned some reasonably humorous memes from Cred. 

More interestingly, DonAlt outlined his reasoning for closing the Bitcoin long. His 
argument was that Ethereum and altcoin-led bounces are riskier than Bitcoin-led 
bounces. In other words, the best evidence of risk reversal comes in the form of 
Bitcoin up and Bitcoin dominance up alongside it.

It’s a conservative position, but one worth considering.

Given the absence of strong arguments for an altcoin decoupling, Bitcoin remains 
the premier “safe haven” asset in the crypto ecosystem (obviously excluding 
stablecoins). Accordingly, a healthy market is somewhat contingent on Bitcoin 
performing well and then capital flowing down from Bitcoin to assets that are 
“riskier” i.e. altcoins. 

As the market kindly reminded us before the crash, weak Bitcoin + strong (garbage) 
altcoins = very frothy conditions made up of retail speculation.

In other words, for higher time frame risk reversal, you want to see Bitcoin put in a 
floor first (price up and dominance up) at the expense of altcoins. 

An altcoin-led rally is a symptom of “normies” continuing to speculate as opposed 
to real strength entering the market. It is somewhat reminiscent of 2018, where 
altcoins kept us plebs entertained while Bitcoin pulled the rug.
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